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1       Can structural reform                 Yes. Splitting commercial banking 
activities (deposits, payments 
and  
        tackle over-complexity,               credits) from market-related 
activities (investment banking) will  
        excessive risk-taking,                remove the implicit subsidy that 
market-related activities unduly  
        lack of resolvability and             benefit from and which has 
encouraged their excessive growth.  
        excessive leverage?                   Those activities are very 
different in their nature (e.g. nature and  
                                              evaluation of risks, income and 
cost structure and culture): splitting  
                                              them will make their assessment, 
supervision a nd management  
                                              easier.   

                                              Separation will make resolution 
possible for all banks – even the very  
                                              largest. This greatly decreases 
the risk that taxpayers will once again  
                                              have to bail out banks.   

                                              Separation, properly implemented, 
will also prevent contagion within  
                                              groups. Firebreaks are placed 
between different parts of the  
                                              organisation preventing losses in 
one unit dragging down others.   

2        Is a European proposal               Yes.   European co-ordination will
allow nations to implement  
        needed?                               separation on equal principles. 
Without co-ordination a “race to the  
                                              bottom” is likely to occur with 
nations unwilling to implement strict  
                                              separation on their own.  

                                              National initiatives in this area 
undermine the effectiveness of Union  
                                              on the European level and 
encourage the fracturing that Banking  
                                              Union claims to be trying to 
reverse.   

                                              Moreover, separation is an 
essential complement to recovery and  
                                              resolution that are currently 
being negotiated at European level (Bank  
                                              Recovery and Resolution and Single
Resolution Mechanism).   

3       What is the scope of                  Investment banking activities must
be separated as a whole. 
Trading  
        activities to be separated?           assets and derivative assets  need
to be separated from 
commercial  
                                              banking assets. Trading and 
derivatives activities need to be financed  
                                              at the right cost to avoid their 
over-development and over-riskiness.  
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                                              They should not benefit from a 
subsidy.   

4       What discretion for                   Separation can  prevent contagion 
between the investment bank 
and  
        separation can be left to             the commercial bank and therefore 
render the resolution 
possible in  
        supervision authorities?              case of a crisis: it is indeed 
impossible to separate activities in 
the  
                                              midst of a crisis. Regulatory 
separation of banking activities need to be  
                                              implemented ex-ante and should not
be left to supervisors’ discretion.      

5        Do we need to separate               Market making and underwriting are
trading activities: they 
should be  
        market making and                     separate from commercial banking 
(see arguments in answer to  
        underwriting activities?              question 1). As trading activities
are all inherently similar and 
because  
                                              they require infrastructure 
investments, there is no point to keep  
                                              some trading activities on one 
side, and some others on the other  
                                              side: all trading activities, 
including market making and underwriting,  
                                              must be part of a separated 
investment bank.   

6       Should commercial banks               In general no, but in order to 
allow banks to provide their 
corporate  
        be allowed to sell                    clients with a full range of 
services, limited exceptions could be  
        derivatives to their                  contemplated for simple 
instruments to be sold to non-financial 
firms.  
        clients?
                                             
  7       What form of                    The main purpose of separation is to 
avoid that funding resources 
and  
  8       separation should be            capital can be slipped from one 
activity to the other, and that the 
deposit- 
          contemplated, why,              taking bank subsidies the investment 
bank.   
  9  
          and with what costs             Only solutions that achieve separate 
funding can be supported. 
This  
          and benefits?                   includes “ownership separation” and 
should include most solutions 
that  

                                          could fall under “functional 
separation with tighter restrictions on  
                                          economic and governance links” (see 
table extracted from consultation  
                                          document below).  

                                          Full separation achieves the cleanest 
separation with i)  the least possibility  
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                                          for leakage of public support to 
trading activities and ii) the lower  
                                          possibilities for “cheating” and hence
lower supervisory requirements .  

                                          With separate funding, commercial 
banking and investment banking would  
                                          each stand on their own feet, with 
their own risk profile, nature of activities  
                                          and culture. It will become easier for
investors to assess the risk they take,  
                                          commercial banking should come at a 
lower cost, which should in the end  
                                          benefit consumers, be they 
individuals, SMEs or corporates.    

  10      Evaluation of                   The European Commission consultation 
considers the following 
options   
  11      potential options               (matrix extracted from the 
consultation document*)  

                                                                       Strength 
    Functional separation                Ownership  

                                                                                
    Current           Stricter           separation  
                                              
                                                                                
   requirements       requirements  
                                            Activities   

                                            Narrow Trading Entity/              
    Option A                             Option C  
                                            Broad Deposit Bank                  
                      Option B  
                                                                                
    (~FR, GE)                            (~US)  

                                            Medium Trading Entity/              
                      Option E  
                                            Medium Deposit Bank                 
    Option D                             Option F  
                                                                                
                       (~HLEG)  

                                            Broad Trading Entity/               
                      Option H  
                                            Narrow Deposit Bank                 
    Option G                             Option I  
                                                                                
                       (~UK)  

                                            

                                          A functional separation (current 
requirements) cannot achieve the goal of  
                                          addressing the problems raised in 
question 1: options A, D and G must be  
                                          excluded.  

                                          The solution  Narrow Trading Entity / 
Broad Deposit Bank will not meet the  
                                          goals either: options A, B, C must be 
excluded.  

                                          Option E, the HLEG solution is 
therefore the minimum that should be  
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                                          considered.   

                                          Further measures to separate 
activities and to regulate ownership and  
                                          governance structures can be 
considered and should be made available for  
                                          consideration. Examples might include 
the further separation of all OTC  
                                          derivative trading or measures to 
accommodate co-operative banks or to  
                                          further employee participation in 
governance structures.

Ben Haepers
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